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Abstract 
An inconclusive proof in a 1937 paper by G. Chogoshvili spawned an interesting dimension- 
theoretic conjecture which we call the Chogoshvili-Pontrjagin Conjecture. In 1991, Y. Stemfeld 
found an ingenious counterexample to this conjecture which he and M. Levin greatly generalized in 
1995. In this note we point out a previously unobserved property of the Stemfeld-Levin examples, 
and we reinterpret their significance in light of this property. Also, we present a version of the 
Levin-Stemfeld proof which is more “topological” and less “lattice-theoretic” than the original. 
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1. Introduction 
For X, Y c IP, we say that X can be removed from Y if for every E > 0, there is 
a map f : X -+ IR” such that f(X) n Y = v) and /ICE - f(r)11 < E for every 2 E X. 
A subset of IF? is codimension-k if its dimension is m - k. In the 1928 paper [l], 
P.S. Alexandroff established: 
Theorem 0. Zf a compact subset X of II%” can be removed from every codimension- 
(k + 1) closed subpolyhedron of IFP, then dim(X) 6 k. 
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The 1937 paper [4] of G. Chogoshvili asserted that the hypothesis of Theorem 0 could 
be weakened. It purported to prove that if a subset X of Iw” can be removed from every 
codimension-(k + 1) affine subspace of IR”, then dim(X) < Ic. (An @ne subspace 
of Iw” is a subset of the form V + z = {U + z: w E V} where V is a vector sub- 
space of &!?.) The first indication of a flaw in Chogoshvili’s argument came in the 1953 
paper [ 151 of K. Sitnikov (or see [8, pp. 113-l 151) which gave an example of a noncom- 
pact 2-dimensional subspace of Iw3 that can be removed from every codimension-2 closed 
subpolyhedron of Iw3, showing that Chogoshvili’s claim is false without a compactness 
hypothesis. However, in about 1989, R. Daverman, A. Dranishnikov and R. Pol inde- 
pendently observed that even with an additional compactness hypothesis, Chogoshvili’s 
proof has a fundamental gap (see [9]). This led to the following formulation: 
Chogoshvili Conjecture. If X is a compact subset of Iw” that can be removed from 
every codimension-(lc + 1) affine subspace of IRm, then dim(X) < Ic. 
Chogoshvili’s paper [4] contains a remark attributed to L.S. Pontrjagin to the effect 
that Chogoshvili’s argument (were it correct) would actually entail a stronger result: 
Chogoshvili-Pontrjagin Conjecture. If X is a compact subset of IF?? that can be re- 
moved from every codimension-(l + 1) coordinate subspace of IWm, then dim(X) < Ic. 
(A coordinate subspace of IRm is a subset of the form V + 2 = {U + 5: TJ E V} where 
V is a vector subspace of IR” that is determined by coordinate axes.) 
It is known that the Chogoshvili-Pontrjagin Conjecture is true for compacta in IWm for 
the values Ic = 0, m - 2 and m - 1 [ 131. Hence, it is true for all compacta in JR3. It is also 
known that compact 2-dimensional ANRs cannot be counterexamples to the Chogoshvili- 
Pontrjagin Conjecture [6]. However, in 1991, Y. Stemfeld constructed a fascinating family 
of counterexamples to the Chogoshvili-Pontrjagin Conjecture [ 161. He showed that for 
each n > 2, there is an n-dimensional compacturn that can be embedded in a Euclidean 
space so that it can be removed from every codimension-2 coordinate subspace. In 1995, 
M. Levin and Stemfeld broadened Stemfeld’s original example [ 141. They showed that, 
for n 3 3, every n-dimensional compacturn can be embedded in a Euclidean space so 
that it can be removed from every codimension-3 coordinate subspace. We will refer to 
the 1991 examples of Stemfeld and the 1995 examples of Levin and Stemfeld together 
as the Sternfeld-Levin examples. Also in 1995, A. Dranishnikov constructed ingenious 
counterexamples to the original Chogoshvili Conjecture [7]. He found that, for each 
m > 4 and 2 < Ic < m - 2, there is a k-dimensional compacturn in Iw” that can be 
removed from every codimension-k affine subspace. 
We will now formulate a conjecture that is weaker than the Chogoshvili-Pontrjagin 
Conjecture which we will show is also disproved by the Stemfeld-Levin examples. This 
observation will lead us to reinterpret the significance of the Stemfeld-Levin examples, 
Let naEA E, be a finite Cartesian product of Euclidean spaces. For B c A, let 
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denote the natural projection: ~B((z,),~A) = (z,),~B. If B is a subset of A with T 
elements and Q is a closed subpolyhedron of naEB E,, then a closed subpolyhedron of 
flaGA E, of the form r;‘(Q) is called r-projected. Note that if Q is a codimension-k 
closed subpolyhedron of naEB E,, then xi’(Q) is codimension-k in flaEA E,. With 
this terminology, we state: 
Projected Polyhedron Conjecture. For each k 3 1, there is an T 3 1 with the following 
property: if X is any compact subset of a finite Cartesian product of Euclidean spaces 
naEA E, such that X can be removed from every r-projected codimension-(k+ 1) closed 
subpolyhedron of naEA E,, then dim(X) 6 k. 
The power of this conjecture would be felt when the cardinality of A is much greater 
than r. For then the dimension of X would be bounded by removing it from subpolyhe- 
dra arising from small subproducts of naE A E,. This conjecture is clearly stronger than 
Theorem 0. On the other hand, it is weaker than the Chogoshvili-Pontrjagin Conjec- 
ture because, once coordinate axes are specified in each E,, every codimension-(k + 1) 
coordinate subspace is apparently a (k + 1)-projected codimension-(k + 1) closed sub- 
polyhedron. 
The Sternfeld-Levin examples disprove the Projected Polyhedron Conjecture. Thus, 
the Sternfeld-Levin examples not only can be removed from a large class of codimension- 
(k + 1) affine subspaces (the coordinate subspaces) without bounding its dimension by k; 
they can also be removed from an even larger class of codimension-(k + 1) closed 
subpolyhedra (the r-projected subpolyhedra) without bounding its dimension. In light of 
this observation, we reinterpret the significance of the Sternfeld-Levin examples. We take 
the point of view that these examples are not directly germane to the issues separating the 
Chogoshvili Conjecture from Theorem 0. They do not illuminate the geometric distinction 
between removing a compactum from codimension-(k + 1) closed subpolyhedra and 
removing it from codimension-(k + 1) affine subspaces. Instead, the examples illustrate 
the difference between being able to remove a compactum from all codimension-(k + 1) 
closed subpolyhedra versus being able to remove it from the large but restricted class 
of r-projected codimension-(k + 1) closed subpolyhedra which depends on a particular 
Cartesian factorization of the ambient Euclidean space. 
The construction of the Sternfeld-Levin examples relies essentially on the notion of 
a hereditarily indecomposable continuum or atom. Recall that a continuum is a compact 
connected metrizable space, a continuum is indecomposable if it is not the union of 
two proper subcontinua, and a continuum is hereditarily indecomposable if each of its 
subcontinua is indecomposable. An atom is a hereditarily indecomposable continuum. 
The existence of n-dimensional atoms for each n 3 1 is established in [2]. 
Our main theorems imply a slightly stronger result than the negation of the Projected 
Polyhedron Conjecture. Their statements require additional terminology. Let naEA E, 
be a finite Cartesian product of spaces each of which is homeomorphic to a Euclidean 
space. By a topological subpolyhedron of naEA E,, we mean a subset which becomes 
a subpolyhedron under some identification of each E, with a Euclidean space. Now 
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the expression “r-projected codimension-(k + 1) closed topological subpolyhedron of 
naEA E,” has meaning. If A is a finite set, let IAl denote the number of elements 
in A. If p > q 3 0, let (i) = p!/q!(p - q)!. If t is a real number, let [t] denote the 
greatest integer < t. Our principal theorems are our versions of the main results of [16] 
and [14]. 
Theorem 1 (The Stemfeld construction). Let n 3 1. Then for every n-dimensional 
atom X, for each s > n, there is an embedding of X into a finite Cartesian prod- 
uct of Euclidean spaces naEA E, where IAl = (,“,), dim(E,) < 4(s - n) + 3, and the 
following condition is satisfied: If k and r are positive integers such that T 6 k[(s - 1) 
/(n - l)], then X can be removed from every r-projected codimension-(k + 1) closed 
topological subpolyhedron of naEA E,. 
Theorem 2 (The Stemfeld-Levin construction). Let n > 1. Then for every n-dimen- 
sional compactum X, for each s 3 n, there is an embedding of X into a$nite Cartesian 
product of Euclidean spaces naEA E, where IAl = (,T,), dim(E,) 6 6(s - n) + 5, 
and the following condition is satisJied: If k and r are positive integers such that r < 
k[(s - l)/(n - l)], then X can be removed from every r-projected codimension-(2k + 1) 
closed topological subpolyhedron of naEA E,. 
We will present a proof which simultaneously establishes Theorems 1 and 2. Our 
proofs are more “topological” and less “lattice-theoretic” variations on the original argu- 
ments, and they draw slightly stronger conclusions in that we remove X from r-projected 
subpolyhedra rather than just coordinate subspaces. 
Observe that the hypothesis of Theorem 2 is more general than that of Theorem 1: 
Theorem 2 considers all finite-dimensional compacta, while Theorem 1 considers only 
atoms. However this gain in generality comes at a price: the codimension of the projected 
polyhedra from which X can be removed jumps from k + 1 in Theorem 1 to 2k + 1 in 
Theorem 2. 
Both Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 provide counterexamples to the Projected Polyhedron 
and Chogoshvili-Pontrjagin Conjectures, though Theorem 1 does this more efficiently. 
For instance, if k and r are any positive integers, n > k, and s 3 n is chosen so large 
that [(s - l)/(n - 1)] > r/k, then Theorem 1 implies the following counterexample to 
the Projected Polyhedron Conjecture: 
Corollary 3. For all positive integers k and r, for each integer n > k, there is an 
embedding of an n-dimensional compactum X in a finite Cartesian product of Euclidean 
spaces naEA E, such that X can be removedfrom every r-projected codimension-(kf 1) 
closed topological subpolyhedron of natA E,. 
Since every codimension-(k + 1) coordinate subspace of a finite Cartesian prod- 
uct of Euclidean spaces is a (k + l)-projected codimension-(k + 1) closed subpoly- 
hedron, Corollary 3 implies the following counterexample to the Chogoshvili-Pontrjagin 
Conjecture: 
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Corollary 4. For all positive integers n > k, there is an embedding of an n-dimensional 
compactum X in a$nite Cartesian product of Euclidean spaces naEA E, such that X 
can be removed from every codimension-(k + 1) coordinate subspace of naE A E,. 
The lowest dimensions in which Theorem 1 produces interesting examples are n = 2 
and k = 1. If we take s = 2, so that IAl = 2 and dim(&) = 3 for a E A, then Theorem 1 
produces a 2-dimensional atom in R3 x IR3 which can be removed from every l-projected 
codimension-2 closed subpolyhedron. Since every codimension-2 coordinate subspace is 
a 2-projected codimension-2 closed subpolyhedron, we see that if we take s = 3, so that 
IAl = 3 and dim(&) = 7 f or each a E A, then Theorem 1 provides a 2-dimensional 
atom in R*’ which can be removed from every codimension-2 coordinate subspace. 
2. The proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 
Because these proofs are technically complicated, we preface them with a short discus- 
sion to highlight the essential goal of the argument. Suppose X is an n-dimensional atom 
(as in Theorem 1) or more generally an n-dimensional compactum (as in Theorem 2). 
Choose s 3 n and set ~1 = [(s - l)/(n - l)]. 0 ur p rincipal goal will be to embed X 
in a finite Cartesian product of Euclidean spaces naEA E, with the following property: 
If B c A and IBI 6 ~1, then the restriction TB IX : X --f n,, B E, of the natural pro- 
jection TB : naEA E, -+ naEB E, factors through a 2-dimensional compactum 2 (i.e., 
TBIX : X -+ naEB E, is the composition of maps X -+ 2 and 2 + naEB E,). More- 
over, when X is an atom, a l-dimensional 2 can be found. This goal is accomplished 
via the sequence of Lemmas 5-10 below. Once this goal is attained, even more is true: If 
B c A and JBI < krl for some positive integer k, then ~BJX : X -+ naEB E, factors 
through a compactum 2 which is the Cartesian product of k 2-dimensional compacta. 
Thus dim(Z) < 2k. Then the map 2 ---f I_IaEB E, can be moved off any codimension- 
(2k + 1) closed subpolyhedron of naEB E, by “transversality”. (See Lemma Il.) It 
follows that X can be removed from any (krl)-projected codimension-(2k + 1) closed 
subpolyhedron of natA E,. Furthermore, when X is an atom, dim(Z) < k and X 
can be removed from any (kr,)-projected codimension-(k + 1) closed subpolyhedron of 
natA E,. These are the conclusions of Theorems 1 and 2. 
Properties of monotone and light maps play crucial roles in the subsequent proofs. We 
review these notions. A map is monotone if each point inverse is connected. A map is 
light if each point inverse is O-dimensional. The monotone-lightfactorization theorem [5, 
Theorem 3, p. 181 says that any map p : X + Y between compact metric spaces can be 
factored as cp = X o p where 1-1: X + 2 is a monotone map, 2 is a compact metric space 
and X : 2 + Y is a light map. If X and Y are topological spaces, let Map(X, Y) denote 
the space of all maps from X to Y with the compact-open topology, and let ,C(X, Y) 
denote the subspace of all light maps from X to Y. Hurewicz proved that if X is an 
n-dimensional compactum, then L(X,lR?) is a dense G6 subset of Map(X,R”). (See 
[ 11. Assertion IX, p. 771.) 
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Certain basic properties of atoms are used in the following proofs. Clearly an sub- 
continuum of an atom is an atom. If two subcontinua of an atom intersect, then one 
must contain the other because their union is an atom. Consequently, any collection of 
subcontinua of an atom with a point in common must be nested. We define a map to be 
atomic if each point inverse is an atom. The Ph.D. thesis [3] constructs an atomic map 
from Rm - { 0} to IR for each m 3 1. 
Finally, we record an observation which is used repeatedly below. If 
is a map to a product, then 
cp-i (+)) = n cpil (cpi(Z)) 
zea 
for each IC E X. 
We now begin the sequence of lemmas that lead to proofs of Theorems 
Let X be an n-dimensional compactum and let s > 12. Lemma 5 allows 
pose X into atoms in a controlled way. 
1 and 2. 
us to decom- 
Lemma 5. There is an atomic map a : X + T where T is a 1 -dimensional compactum. 
Proof. First we obtain a map y : X + R such that for each r E R, each component of 
y-‘(r) is an atom. Embed X in IR2n+1 - (0). The thesis [3] provides an atomic map 
cp : W2n+l - (0) + JR. 
Set y = cplX:X + R. For T E R, each component of y-‘(r) is an atom because it 
is a subcontinuum of the atom ‘p-‘(r). Alternatively, the existence of y is implied by 
Theorem 1.8 of [ 121. (Moreover, the proofs in [ 121 are independent of [3].) 
The previously mentioned monotone-light factorization theorem implies y = p o a 
where o: X -+ T is a monotone map, T is a compact metric space, and p: T -+ I8 
is a light map. For each t E T, a-‘(t) is an atom because it is a subcontinuum of 
a component of r-‘@(t)) w ic is an atom. Thus, cy is an atomic map. Furthermore, h’ h 
according to a theorem of Hurewicz [8, Theorem 1.12.4, p. 1361, 
dim(T) 6 dim(R) + max{dim(P-l(r)): T E R}. 
Hence, dim(T) 6 1. 0 
Lemma 6 is the heart of the Stemfeld-Levin constructions. Our proof is simply a 
reexposition of Stemfeld’s clever argument in [16] and its generalization in [14]. 
Lemma 6. For 1 < i < s, there are atomic maps ,Ui : X + Z’i onto 2-dimensional 
compacta 2, with the following two properties. 
(a) For 1 < i 6 s and z E X, pT’(pi(z)) c a-‘(a(x)). (Here, cr is the map from 
Lemma 5.) 
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(b) For every b c { 1,2,. , s} with lb1 = n, the product map 
I-Lb = (pi)iEb :x --) n z, 
iEb 
is an embedding. 
Moreovel; when X is an atom, all Zi can be assumed to be l-dimensional. 
Proof. Set B = {b c {1,2.. . . , s}: lb = n}. Let b E B. Then b = (61, b2, . . . , b,} 
where 1 < b, < b:! < . ‘. -c b, 6 s. Let 7rb : IRS -+ R” denote the natural projection 
~b((~l~~2>.. . , 2.q)) = (%b, , 2bl. . . , xb,) for (21, x*, . ; 2,) E JR”. Define 
jib : Map(X, R”) 4 Map(X, R”) 
by i?b(f) = ‘q 0 f for f E Map(X, R”). It is easily argued that +b is an open map. 
Since l(X, IR”) is a dense Gs subset of Map(X, IP), it follows that ji;‘(L(X, IP)) is 
a dense Gg subset of Map(X, R”). 
Since Map(X,IP) has the Baire property, it follows that nbEB E;‘(C(X,R”)) is a 
dense Gs subset of Map(X,IP). Choose cp E nbEB jib’(L(X,IP)). Hence, for each 
b E B, rb o cp: X --+ 8!? is a light map. 
Since p: X + Rs, then there are maps (Pi :X -+ IR for 1 < i < s such that p = 
(PI. $02, . , Ps). L emma 5 provides an atomic map o : X --f T such that dim(T) < 1. 
For 1 < i < s, consider the map $i = (vi, o) : X --f IR x T. We apply the monotone-light 
factorization theorem to $i to obtain a factorization $i = Xi o pi where pi : X + Z, is 
a monotone map, Zi is a compact metric space, and X, : Z, + IR x T is a light map. 
According to a previously cited theorem of Hurewicz, 
dim(Zi) < dim@ x T) + max{dim(X;‘(p)): p E IR x T} 
Hence, dim(Zi) < 2 for 1 < i < s. 
Let 1 6 i < s and z E X. Then 
$[’ (tii(x)) = cpi’ (R(X)) n Q-’ (o(x)) and 
tizp’(tii(x)) = P,‘(&‘(k(Pi(~)))) 2 cl,‘(Pi(x)). 
so &L&)) c cl-’ (o(Z)). Since &‘(pi(x)) is a subcontinuum of the atom 
O-‘(a(z)), then &‘(p~li(z)) is an atom. Thus bi is an atomic map. 
Let b E B. We will now prove that 
pb = (h)iEb :x + n z, 
iEb 
is a monotone map. Let z E X. The collection {p;’ (ad): i E b} must be nested 
because its elements are subcontinua of the atom Q-’ (o(x)) with the point z in common. 
Since &‘(pb(z)) = niEbpt”(pi(z)), then &‘(~b(5)) = &‘(pi(s)) for some i E b. 
We conclude that pb is monotone. 
Next we prove that ,& is a light map. Consider the product map 
‘$‘b = (‘$Jli)i& 1 X + (R X T)“. 
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Let 5 E X. We compute $~;‘(&(2)). 
61 (VU)) = n +)it (~4 = ( n cpit (P+))) n Q-i ~4~)) 
iEb iEb 
= (7’rb 0 p)-’ (nb 0 p(Z)) n Cl!-’ (C+)). 
so ti’b’(tib(Z)) c ( 7rb 0 p)-’ (% 0 p(x)). On the other hand, since 
?!‘b = (Ai 0 /h)iEb = 
( > 
n& 0 (pLi)iEb = A 0 pb 
iEb 
where A = (niEb Xi), then 
!&I @“b(z)) = /-$ (n-1 (n(pb(d))) 1 &‘(pb(d). 
Thus> $(pb(x)) C ( rb 0 (p)-‘(rb 0 q(x)). Since rb 0 ‘p is a light map, we conclude 
that ,!& is light. 
Since pb is monotone and light, it is an embedding. 
In the case that X is an atom, we can take T to be a singleton and cr : X + T to be 
a constant map. Now the preceding computation of dim(&) yields dim(&) < 1. 0 
NowsetA={ac{1,2,... , s}: Ial = s - n + 1). Then 
IAl= (S-E,,) = (nsI) 
Let a E A. For each 2 E X, set Ca(s) = UiEa &‘(pi(z)). Define 
Da = {Ca(z): Ic E X}. 
Lemma 7 establishes that each Va is an upper semicontinuous decomposition of X. 
The remarkable fact that distinct elements of a D,, are disjoint is absolutely essential 
to the completion of the Stemfeld-Levin construction, and guaranteeing this fact seems 
to be the principal role of atoms in the entire argument. Stemfeld presents the proof of 
Lemma 7 from a lattice-theoretic perspective, whereas our proof is direct and naive. 
Lemma 7. For each a E A, D, is an upper semicontinuous decomposition of X. 
Proof. Let a E A. For each 2 E X, the collection {pi’(,oi(Z)): i E u} must be nested 
because its elements are subcontinua of the atom a-’ (o(z)) with the point 2 in common. 
Hence, for each 2 E X, there is an i E a such that Ca(z) = pi’(pi(lc)). Furthermore, 
G(z) c CE-‘(c+)). 
Next we prove that D, partitions X. D, covers X because 2 E Ca(z) for each 
z E X. Suppose IC, y E X and Ca(z) fl Ca(y) # 8. Then a-‘(o(z)) n a-‘(a(y)) # 0. 
Since the point inverses of Q partition X, then 6’(a(z)) = a-‘(a(y)). Thus, Ca(z) 
and Ca(y) are intersecting subcontinua of the atom ~‘(~(zr)). So we may assume that 
ca(z) c ca(Y). ca(Y) = PcLil(Pi(Y)) f or some i E a. Also pi’(pi(z)) C Ca(x). Hence, 
PcLil(Pi(z)) C Pi’(Pi(Y)). S’ mce the point inverses of pi partition X, then pi1 (pi (cc)) = 
pi’(,ui(y)). Consequently, Ca(z) > Ca(y). We conclude that Ca(z) = Ca(y). 
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Finally we prove that DD, is upper semicontinuous. Let U be an open subset of X. It 
suffices to prove that the set V = lJ{C E V,: C c U} is an open subset of X. For 
each i E a, set K = U{~_l;‘(p~i(x)): 5 E X and p;‘(pi(x)) c U}. For each i E a, Vi 
is an open subset of X because the point inverses of pui form an upper semicontinuous 
decomposition of X. We will prove that V = niEa V,. Since ;I), partitions X, it follows 
that x E V if and only if Ca(z) c U. Since Ca(z) = &,&‘(p,(z)), we have that 
Ca(x) c U if and only if pL’(pi(z)) c U for each i E a. Since the point inverses 
of pi partition X, it follows that pL’(pi(z)) c U if and only if z E Vi. Combining 
these remarks, we conclude that 2 E V if and only if 5 E Vi for each i E a. Thus, 
V = niEa V,. So V is open. 0 
For each a E A, set Y, = X/V, and let fa : X -+ Y, denote the quotient map. Then 
each Y, is a compact metric space. Let f = (fa)aE~ : X -I naEA Y, denote the product 
map. 
Lemma 8. f : X + naEA Y, is an embedding. 
Proof. This proof depends on the fact (established in Lemma 6) that all pb are embed- 
dings and on the choice of the number s - n. + 1 in the definition of the set A. 
First we establish the assertion that if a c { 1,2, . . . , s}, Ial 2 n and 2 E X, then 
niE,~Li%45)) = {x}. Inth' 1ssituation, let b c a such that IbJ = rz. Since z E 
pi’ (pi(x)) for each i E a, then 
ix) C %caP? (,&@)> C n cl? (PLi(x)) = pqpb(Z)). 
iEb 
Lemma 6 implies that &‘(j&(x)) = {x}. Our assertion follows. 
Let x E X. It suffices to prove that f-‘(f(x)) = {x}. 
For each a E A, there is an i, E a such that f;‘(fa(x)) = Ca(z) = pi,‘(pi,(x)). 
Hence, f-‘(f(z)) = &EA~i,‘(p~,(z)). Now observe that if [{ia: a E A}J 3 n, then 
the assertion of the preceding paragraph implies f-’ (f(x)) = {x}. 
We prove /{ia: a E A}/ 2 TI by contradiction. Suppose j{ia: a E A}[ < 71. - 1. Then 
/{1,2,...,s}-{i,: a~A}[>s-n+l. 
So there is a b E A such that b n {ia: a E A} = 0. This contradicts the fact that 
ibEh. 0 
Lemma 9. For each a E A, dim(Y,) < 3(s - n) + 2. Moreovei; if X is an atom, then 
dim(Y,) < 2(s - n) + 1 for each a E A. 
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Proof. (Here we are again expounding Stemfeld’s proof from [ 161.) Recall that for each 
Y E Y,, f,-‘(Y) = G(z) = P;‘(Pib)) f or some II: E X and some i E a. For 1 < i < s, 
set 
A&i = {y E Y,: f;‘(y) = p;‘(pi(z)) for some J: E X}. 
It follows that Y, = lJiEa M,. Hence, by [8, Theorem 1.5.10, p. 451, 
dim(Y,) 6 xdim(Mi) + Ial - 1. 
iEa 
M;‘(M) h as th e same set of point inverses as pi 1 f; ’ (A!&) : f; ’ (Mi) -+ Zi . Hence, 
M = M.&‘(M)) ’ h IS omeomorphic to pi(f;’ (M,)) C 2,. Therefore, dim(Mi) 6 
dim(&) < 2 by Lemma 6. Hence, 
dim(Y,) < 31~1 - 1 = 3(s - n + 1) - 1 = 3(s - n) + 2. 
When X is an atom, dim(Mi) < dim(&) < 1 and, consequently, 
dim(Y,) < 2lal - 1 = 2(s - 72 + 1) - 1 = 2(s - n) + 1. •I 
Lemma 9 implies that for each a E A, there is an embedding e, : Y, -+ E, where E, 
is a Euclidean space of dimension < 2(3 (s - n) + 2) + 1 = 6( s - n) + 5. Furthermore, 
when X is an atom, then we can assume dim(E,) < 2(2(s - n) + 1) + 1 = 4(s - n) + 3. 
Set 
e = n e,: n Y, -+ n E,. 
LZEA UEA aEA 
e is an embedding. So e o f : X -+ naEA E, is an embedding. Identify X with the subset 
e”f(x) Of naGA Ea. Then idx = eof. Also for B c A, let rr~ : naEA E, + naEB E, 
denote the natural projection. 
The lc = 1 case of the next lemma is the result that we identified previously as our 
principal goal. 
Lemma 10. If B c A and k is a positive integer such that IB( < k[(s - l)/(n - l)], 
then there is a CC {1,2,... , s} with ICI < k such that nB[X : X + naEB E, factors 
us the composition of the map pcL, : X + fliEc Zi and a map from niEc Zi to naEB E,. 
Proof. We first prove the k = 1 case and then deduce the general case from it. By way 
of motivation, we briefly explain why factorization occurs in the k = 1 case. In this 
situation n B # 0 simply because of the constraints on the size of B and the size of its 
elements. Hence, we can fix an i E n B. Then for each a E B, 
Pi’(Pib4) c G(x) = f,-‘(f&q 
for each 2 E X. Hence, &’ (pi(x)) c n a~Bf;‘(fa(~)) C (~~IX)-'(~B(~))foreach 
5 E X. Consequently, rr~ IX factors as the composition of pi : X --+ 2, and a map from 
zi to nail Ea. 
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Here are the details. For each B c A, let fs = (fa)aE~ :X + naEB Y,, and 
note that rr~]X = ?‘rB o e o f = (naEB e,) o fB. Hence, it suffices to prove that if 
B c A and k is a positive integer such that ]B] 6 k[(s - l)/(n, - l)], then there is a 
cc {1,2,... , s} with ]c] < k such that fs :X -+ JJaEB Y, factors as the composition 
of the map CL, :X + niEc 2, and a map from niEc 2, to naEB Y,. 
Begin by considering the case k = 1: let B c A such that IBl < [(s - l)/(n - l)]. 
We first prove n B # 0. For suppose n B = 0. Then 
s= {1!2,... ,s}-nBi=/ u ({1,2 . . . . . 4-4 
&B 
< c I{ 
1,2,. . . ,s} - al = c n - 1 = (n - l)]B] 
C&B WSB 
<(n-l) s 
[ 1 S-l < (n - 1)x = s- 1, 
a contradiction. 
To complete the k = 1 case, let i E n B. Let z E X. For each a E B, since i E a, 
then &‘(hi(x)) c Ca(z) = f;‘(fa(x)). Hence 
Thus, each point inverse of pi is contained in a point inverse of fn. Since pi is a 
surjective closed map, it follows that fB factors as the composition of pi and a map 
from 2, t0 naEB Y,. 
We now consider the general case: B c A and k is a positive integer such that 
IBI < k[(s- l)/(n- l)]. W e d ecompose B into a disjoint union B = BI U B2 U. . . U BI, 
where 1Bjl < [(s - l)/(n - l)] for 1 6 j 6 k. Then for 1 6 j 6 k, the k = 1 case 
of this lemma provides an i, E { 1,2, . . . , s} such that fn, factors as the composition of 
Pa3 . . X + Zi, and map from Zi, to naEB Y,. Set c = {ij: 1 < j < k}. It follows that 
fB = (fB,)l<j<k f ac ors t as the composition of the map 
(PLi,)l<~<k = (Pi)*Ec = Pc 1-X ---f n 2% 
iEc 
and a map from niEc ‘i = n,,,,, ‘t, to n,<j<k&B, ‘a) = n&B K. ’ 
To complete the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2: let k be a positive integer, let B c A 
such that IBI 6 k[(s- l)/(n- l)], and let Q be a codimension-(2k+ 1) closed topological 
subpolyhedron of naEB Ea. We must prove that X can be removed from rrg’ (Q). (In 
the case that X is an atom, we take Q to be codimension-(k + l).) Identify each E, 
with a Euclidean space so that naEB E, and naEA E, become Euclidean spaces and 
Q becomes a subpolyhedron of nIaEB Ea. 
Lemma 10 provides a subset c of { 1,2,. . . , s} and a map < : nzEc 2, -+ flaEB E, 
such that ]c] < k and 7’rB 1 X = < o I_L,. Since dim(Zi) < 2 for each i E c by Lemma 6, 
then dirn(niGc 2~) < 2]c] < 2k by [8, Theorem 1.5.16, p. 461. (When X is an atom, 
dim(&) < 1 for i E c and, therefore, dim(& Zi) < k.) 
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The following lemma formalizes a well known dimension-theoretic technique. (A more 
general result appears in [IO, Theorem 6.1, p. 164, and Remark 6.3, p. 168.) 
Lemma 11. If 5 : Z + E is a map from a compact k-dimensional metric space to a 
Euclidean space, then for every E > 0, there is a compact k-dimensional polyhedron P 
and maps 1c, : Z + P and x: P 4 E such that /c(z) - x o q/~(z)1 for every z E Z. 
Proof. There is a map y5 : Z + 1 K 1 where K is a k-dimensional finite simplicial complex 
such that diam(<($-‘(star(v, K))) < E f or each vertex v of K. (K is the “nerve” of an 
appropriate open cover of Z. See [8, Theorem 1.10.16, p. 1101.) Map each vertex 2) of K 
to a point of <($-’ (star(v, K)) and extend this map affinely over each simplex of K to 
obtain a map X: IKI + E. Now consider a point z E Z. g,(z) belongs to some simplex 
g of K. The preceding choices guarantee that I<( .z) - X(V) I < E for every vertex u of CJ. 
Since X04(z) E X(a) = the convex hull of {X(v): 2, is a vertex of a}, it follows easily 
that I<(z) - Xo$(z)l < E. 0 
We apply Lemma 11 to the map <: niEc Z, -+ flaEB E,. Let E > 0. Since 
dim(niEC Zi) < 2k, then Lemma 11 provides a compact 2k-dimensional polyhedron 
P and maps II, : niEc Zi -+ P and X : P 4 naEB E, such that { and X o 1c, differ 
by < E. (When X is an atom, dirn(niEC Zi) < k and, hence, dim(P) < k.) We perturb 
X slightly to make it transverse to Q. Then x(P) n Q = 0, because dim(P) = 2k and 
Q is codimension-(2k + 1) in naEB E,. (Similarly, X(P) n Q = 0 when X is an atom, 
because dim(P) = k and Q is codimension-(k + 1) in naEB E,). It follows that the 
map ,tB I X = c o pC differs by < E from the map X o $ o pC : X --+ naEB E, and 
p,hpc(X)nQ = 8. Define the map < : X 4 naEA E, by E = (XO$O&7rA_B 1 X). 
Hence, the map idx = (rr~ I X, YTA_B ] X) :X + flaEA E, differs by less than E 
from 5 and E(X) n “j’(Q) c rrg’ (X o ?,/J o pC(X) n Q) = 0. We conclude that X can be 
removed from rri’ (Q). 0 
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